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Gli argomenti affrontati sono stati tratti da: 
1) Libri  di testo: IT Milestones, Veronica Leary, Casa Editrice Principato 
2) Sure Intermediate, Martyn Hobbs – Julia Starr Keddle, Helbling Languages 
Edizioni 
3) Ready for Invalsi - classe 5a  Secondo grado – Philip Drury e altri, Oxford 
University Press 
- fotocopie di approfondimento fornite dalla docente da ICT, autori vari, Trinity 
Whitebridge 
 
- IT MIlestones: 
  Unit 5 and photocopies “Networking and telecommunications” from ICT: LANs, 
WANs and GANs; Networks and Telecommunications; sharing resources: 
advantages and disadvantages 
  Unit 6: The Internet and globalization:  positive and negative aspects;  
Search engines;  Spyware 
  Unit 7 and photocopies from ICT “Algorithms and programming languages”: 
Programming; algorithms; Programming languages; Programming errors; Website 
design 
  Unit 8: Working as a system administrator; Error messages; Computers and crime; 
The main viruses; Protection and security measures; Cryptography; Passwords; 
Firewall 
  Unit 9 : Project management; The language of business meetings; Preparing a 
presentation; Making a presentation; the ABCs of entrepreneurship  
  Unit 10: Jobs in computing; Curriculum Vitae: The Europass CV; Letter of 
application 
 
-Sure Intermediate: 
 Units from 5 to 10 (the most important elements): Vocabulary referred in general to 
money, art, shapes, lines and  patterns, environment, e-waste, human body and 
health; Grammar: - the Future with Will/ Be going to+verb/Present continuous; 
Future perfect/Future perfect continuous;  
 - make suppositions/speculate about the present , the past and the future using the 
modal verbs: can be/could have/must be/should be/ may not 
have…(affirmative/negative);  may/might have + past participle; ect…; 
- Revision of the Zero, First and Second conditionals + Third conditional 
(If/When…); 
- Present and Past simple Passive; Continuous, Perfect and Modal passive;  
- Past perfect simple/ Past perfect continuous; 
-  Reporting speech with the verbs Said/Told, Answered and other reporting verbs 
(admitted, reminded, decided, persuaded, convinced, reassured, explained, 
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promised, complained, ect…); 
Communication: inviting and arranging, refusing, discussing, expressing opinions, 
describing local painters, ect. 
 
- Ready for Invalsi: 
  Various Listenings and Reading comprehensions from “Ready for Invalsi” (B1/B2) 
for the Invalsi Test. 
 
From social media, platforms and so on  (above all during DaD) 
 - Individual listenings of songs by British or American singers talking about the 
present problems: Bono Vox and “Let your love be known”, Zucchero and his “Canta 
la vita” together with Bono; We’ll meet again sung by Vera Lynn in 1939 (during 
World WarII);  
- Individual listenings  of speeches or short parts of speeches by important 
personalities (Queen Elizabeth II; Churchill) connected  to the present situation as 
well as  to the end of World War II. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Il programma è stato condiviso con gli alunni 
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